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GIS – What Is It?
� GIS stands for “geographic 

information system”.

� “Any system that captures, 

stores, analyzes, manages, 

and presents data that is 

linked to location”

� Used to organize spatial 

data

� A way of attaching 

information to location

Google Maps – A GIS we all use



GIS – Why They’re Used
� Logical way to organize 

and store information

� Makes finding data much, 

much easier

� Allows users to discover 

patterns, relationships, 

and trends

� Promote increased user 

efficiency and productivity
Heat map showing foreclosure 

activity – July 2010



GIS – Where They’re Used
� GIS’s are everywhere.

� Any public or private 
entity that keeps records 
of large amounts of spatial 
data probably has a GIS.

� Vast majority are internal 
GIS’s.  They’re used in-
house only.

� Some are made available 
to the public, primarily 
through the web.

Heat map showing foreclosure 
activity – July 2010



Primary Local Example – County 

Auditor Mapping Websites
� Used to display county, corporation, and property limits

� Make finding parcel information easy and intuitive

� Can show roadway networks, right-of-way extents, school 

zones, voting districts, and section boundaries

� Aerial underlays provided for visual reference



Mercer County Auditor’s Page – Coldwater, OH



Auglaize County Auditor’s Page – County Extents



Other GIS Example – Dayton Police Department



Other GIS Example – NRCS Web Soil Survey



Utility Mapping – A Perfect GIS 

Application
� From earlier:  GIS Definition - “Any system that captures, 

stores, analyzes, manages, and presents data that is 

linked to location”

� Utilities are comprised of location based objects with 

specific characteristics, making their information perfectly 

suited to be kept and viewed in a GIS.

� Most medium to large cities in Ohio (populations over 

10,000) already use GIS’s to store there utility 

information. 



Utility Maps in Small Villages –

Current State
� Many small communities don’t have up to date maps.

� Often, vital information about utilities isn’t recorded 

anywhere.

� When public works employees retire, much of the 

knowledge of the utility systems is gone with them.



Utility Maps in Small Villages –

Traditional Map Shortfalls
� Only include mains, not laterals or service connections

� Utility feature (pipes, valves, manholes, laterals, etc.) 

locations are approximate (± 10’?  ± 20’? ± 50’?).

� Maps aren’t tied to any real world coordinate system.

� Important information such as depth, material, age, and 

condition isn’t recorded.

� More of a general schematic than anything

� Paper maps only – not interactive

� Maps are static – not easily changed



Traditional Sanitary Sewer Map



Mapping with GIS – A Better Way
� Keep track of laterals and service connections, not just 

main lines

� Utility feature locations are precise (± 2’ or better).

� Maps are tied to real world coordinate systems.

� All pertinent information such as depth, material, age, 
and condition can be recorded.

� Knowledge of utilities isn’t limited to the memory of 
public works employees.

� Electronic maps – interactive, easily accessible

� Maps are dynamic – easy to visually modify



Mapping with GIS – Immediate 

Benefits
� Ability to quickly and accurately locate all parts of utility 

networks

� Answer customer questions without a field visit

� Accurately mark feature locations

� Quickly locate features during emergencies (water valve  
buried under snow during a main break)

� Use maps to guide infrastructure improvements

� Highlight oldest areas of a storm sewer system

� Display all sanitary sewer pipes in poor condition

� View all small diameter water mains

� Highlight clay sewer mains



Mapping with GIS – Immediate 

Benefits (Continued)
� Save on engineering costs for infrastructure projects

� Cut survey costs where manhole data already known

� Plans developed more quickly due to accurate and readily 

accessible utility information

� Save on construction costs for infrastructure projects

� Know locations and depths of utility lines

� Know which lines are abandoned and which are active

� “To tie-in or not to tie-in, that is the question”

� Minimize change orders due to fewer field surprises



Mapping with GIS – Immediate 

Benefits (Continued)
� Apply for grants, estimate initial project costs, and submit 

EPA documentation more quickly

� View utility maps overlaid on all sorts of other 

maps/layers, including:  zoning areas, floodplains, roads, 

parcels, soils, political boundaries, and aerial photos

� Quickly identify service areas and addresses that would 

be affected by closing a specific valve or by a line break



Mapping with GIS – Immediate 

Benefits (Continued)
Use maps to create utility 
network models

� Water

� Identify low pressure areas 
in the system

� Determine how the addition 
of a loop or a larger 
diameter main would affect 
system performance

� Storm

� Analyze performance of 
storm network as a whole

� Determine undersized areas 
of the system

EPANET Water Distribution System Model



Building GIS Maps:  A 2-Step 

Process
� Step 1:  Data Collection

� Field surveying

� Record drawings

� First-hand knowledge

� Step 2:  Data Migration

� Converting survey data, record drawing data, and personal 

accounts into a GIS format



Completed GIS Maps – Now What?
KEEP THEM MAINTAINED!!!

� Document changes within the utility systems as they are 

made/discovered

� Locate all new and previously undiscovered/unlocated

features during construction

� Update maps monthly, quarterly, or yearly with changes



GIS Maps – Data Collection Costs
Cost is frontloaded in the data collection:

� A lot of work to collect all necessary information

� Costs depend on level of information desired and amount of 

accurate information already available.

� Economies of scale

� Example:  Sanitary sewer system containing 400 manholes, 

400 main lines, 1,200 laterals,  and 1,200 cleanouts

� 3,200 Features x $6/Feature = $19,200 (Guestimate!)

� Don’t try to do it all at once.

� Set a goal to map one utility per year (or every two or three 

years).



GIS Maps – Maintenance Costs
Maintenance costs are minimal:

� Updates associated with large projects are just 
incorporated into the project with minimal additional 
costs.

� Use topo data collected for project for existing feature 
locations (as long as tied to coordinate system).

� Design data can be used for new features (as long as field 
modifications are minimal).

� Field locate additional features where necessary during and 
after construction.

� Can typically be paid for by project funding sources



GIS Maps – Maintenance Costs 

(Continued)
� Other updates, such as those associated with small 

repairs, can be made periodically.

� Monthly, quarterly, or yearly

� Example:  2 street reconstructions were completed in a 
village during 2010.  Topo and design data was tied to 
state plane coordinates, as well as as-built data.  A dozen 
small repairs in the village were also documented 
throughout the year.  At year’s end the village storm, 
sanitary, and water maps were updated to reflect these 
changes.  The updates took 3 days to complete.  The 
village was charged $1,500.



Things to Keep in Mind…
� Building GIS maps is a long-term investment.

� The longer the maps have been in service, the more 

beneficial (and accurate) they become, and the greater 

the return on investment.

� Underground utilities and their histories become more 

complex with each passing project.  It will be cheaper to 

map utilities now than later.

� Each time unmarked utility lines are hit or unnecessary 

repairs to abandoned sewers are made, money is being 

wasted that could have been spent on GIS maps



Things to Keep in Mind…
EPA NPDES Stormwater Phase II Rule

� Published December 8, 1999

� Requires small Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems 
(MS4s) located in urban areas to develop and follow a 
stormwater management program

� 6 specific criteria that need to be met, including “Illicit 
Discharge Detection and Elimination”

� Requires the development of accurate storm sewer maps and 
watershed delineations

� Most municipalities use GIS mapping to meet program 
requirements

� In the not too distant future, all MS4s could fall under similar 
regulations



GIS – After the Bare Essentials 
� Once the utilities are 

mapped (“base maps”), 

the possibilities are 

endless.

� Base maps can be 

integrated with many 

aspects of local 

government.

� Limited only by your bank 

account



GIS Possibilities
Once base maps are completed, a village could…

� Link base maps to customer billing databases

� Locate existing service connections with coordinates in the GIS 

using a GPS unit

� Link engineering plans, photos, inspection reports, hand 

drawings, equipment manuals, etc. to base maps

� Integrate maintenance and repair programs with the GIS

� And on and on…



Case Study – Hudson, OH
� Located near Cleveland, OH

� Population ≈ 23,000

� 3 fulltime GIS/IS employees

� Annual GIS budget ≈ 

$150,000

� Funded by all 16 municipal 

government agencies



Hudson GIS Functionality
� Accessible by all government departments through intranet

� Quickly access water, sewer, and storm infrastructure information, 
as well as many other data sets

� Analyze utility networks for system maintenance and expansion

� Conform to EPA Phase II Stormwater Rule

� Notify residents of public works projects, such as street 
reconstructions and water shutoffs

� Develop land use plan for city

� Deploy resources for both emergency mitigation and response

� Answer residents questions using digital maps and spatial 
information

� Use to view floodplain information, process public works 
department work order requests, provide information for the 
community golf course, view sewer TV videos, view cemetery plot 
data, etc.



Sanitary Sewer – General Info



Sanitary Sewer – Design Drawing



Sanitary Sewer – Work History



Sanitary Sewer – Television



Hudson GIS – Estimated ROI
� $80,000/year (5%) savings on engineering and design work 

due to reduced planning, surveying, design, and change orders

� $19,000/year savings on utility markings (1,500/year) by 

public works department due to ease of access of 

information

� No more “loss of institutional knowledge” due to retiring 

employees

� Public access to the GIS through the internet greatly 

reduces the number of calls to city departments and time 

spent compiling public record requests. 



Small Community GIS - Obstacles
� FUNDING, FUNDING, FUNDING

� A village with 2,300 people instead of 23,000 might have a GIS budget of 

$15,000 instead of $150,000.

� Can’t afford to hire in-house GIS professionals

� Professional GIS software requires robust computers to run and well trained 

employees to use.

� Hardware and software are expensive.

� GPS equipment is a substantial investment and requires training to operate.

� Village employees are already stretched thin and are wearing 

multiple hats.

� Don’t have time to tackle big new projects or learn new software

� Hard to find qualified utility operators in rural areas, even more so 

ones that are proficient with GIS software



Mote & Associates – Our Take
� Small communities will benefit from GIS, but their needs are 

somewhat different than larger cities.

� Don’t need all of the bells and whistles of an enterprise system

� Getting base maps in GIS format is a great start

� We can help

� Have survey equipment, hardware, software, and expertise to get 

utilities mapped

� Located locally

� No travel expenses

� Right around the corner if help is needed

� Allow village employees to focus on already busy schedules

Benefits



Our Goals
� Prepare GIS maps for villages

� Existing records

� Field surveys

� Keep GIS maps maintained

� As-built surveys

� Update maps by project, monthly, quarterly, yearly, or as needed

� Provide professional quality printouts, small and large scale, 
upon request

� Help villages transition to more advanced GIS if desired

� Integrate pictures, drawings, and other useful information

� Turn over all map maintenance to village



Making Village GIS Maps Accessible 

to Everyone – Put Them Online
Create mapping website 

specifically for village

� Complete content control –

personalized for village

� Rapid updates

� Hosting Cost ≈ $100/month 

depending on bandwidth 

requirements



Demos
� Village of Arcanum

� Village of New Bremen



Summary
� Most small communities don’t have comprehensive utility 

maps.  Utility information is hard to find or lost entirely 
when employees retire.

� GIS maps can adequately capture utility information and 
provide many benefits to small communities. 

� GIS mapping is an investment that can be expensive 
upfront but cost-saving in the future.

� Mote & Associates can help meet villages’ mapping 
needs.

� Everyone can enjoy the benefits of GIS mapping by 
putting the maps online.


